We consider the construction of time-varying orthogonal filter banks. We first show that implementing an orthogonal finite impulse response filter bank over a finite signal segment involves finding a set of orthogonal boundary filters. We show that by carrying out a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure we generate boundary filters, that necessarily remain localized in the region of the boundary. We give a complete constructive characterization of such boundaries for two-channel finite impulse response filter banks. These boundary constructions allow us to change the topology of orthogonal subband trees at will, by growing or pruning branches at any time. The boundary filter case can be further generalized to give overlapping transition filters when changing between orthogonal structures. If we use the time-varying filter banks in an iterated scheme they converge to continuous-time bases, much as in the non-time-varying case.
INTRODUCTION
Two-channel multirate filter banks, such as indicated in Figure 1 , have been actively studied for some time. This structure has been widely used for subband coding, and the conditions under which it achieves perfect reconstruction are thoroughly understood. A very popular solution is that where perfect reconstruction is achieved with
H~( z ) = zN-'H0(-z-'), N being the filter length of H o ( z ) ,
and G o ( z ) = Ho(z-'.), G ! ( z ) = HI(z-'). This is known as the orthogonal solution, since it can be easily verified that < h1(n), ho(n -21;) > = 0
(1) 
T =
where PO is the block we get that TT' = T'T = I. In words, T is a doubly infinite unitary matrix, or the rows of T form an orthonormal basis for Iz(Z), the space of square summable sequences.
A constraint of the analysis using this scheme is that it is necessarily stationary; that is it assumes that we are dealing with infinite signals, and that we use the same set of filters for all time. It is always possible for the finite duration signal problem to zero-pad the signal, but this means that there is some redundancy, and hence orthogonality is lost. Similarly one can switch filters at any time, but the perfect reconstruction property will be lost (at least in the transition).
The contribution of this paper is to show that it is p o s sible to apply orthogonal filter banks to finite duration signals, and to change the filters used in t,he analysis (or indeed the topology of a filter bank tree without losing ortho onality or perfect reconstruction. dolutions to the finite ! Uration signal problem have been given before, notably using the symmetric extension method [8] , but we are interested in the ortho onal case. Time-varying filter banks were considered in [6pf using a different approach.
Applications of the time-varying filter solutions to the construction of arbitrary ortho onal tilings of the timefrequency plane are described in73, 41. We will restrict our attention t o the case of two-channel orthogonal FIR filter banks; greater detail on many of the topics, and extension to the M-channel case are given in [SI. In the case of stationary two-channel filter banks there is a well-documented link with bases of wavelets [2] ; we show that iteration of discretetime time-varying bases can lead to continuous-time timevarying bases in much the same way.
BOUNDARY FILTERS
Implementing an FIR filter bank over a finite signal segment involves finding some special way of treating the boundaries. Since we want the resulting operator to have the properties of orthogonality and perfect reconstruction (just as in the infinite duration case) we require a square unitary matrix. If we take, for example, the case of length-4 filters, applied for ...
We have shown the top left corner only, but the bottom right is entirely similar. It is easy to verify that this matrix is square, has full rank, but is no longer unitary. If we denote by M , the i-th row of M we find that
Since the matrix is of full rank, i.e. we have a set of linearly independent vectors, we can restore orthogonality using the Gram-Schmidt procedure. To do this start by normalizing the first vector M: = Mo/l(Moll, and then
The simplification is a consequence of (4 at each boundary, each of which has on \ y N -2 + d non-zero A proof is given in [SI, we will here give the major steps. First consider a matrix G which contains a truncated version of the infinite time domain matrix, but where (in contrast to (3) ) none of the filters are "chopped off." That is 
TRANSITIONS BETWEEN FILTER BANKS
We can use the boundary filters generated above to switch between orthogonal filter banks. This is easily done since filters such that they have support on both sides of the boundary. We can explore the whole set of transition filters by premultiplying by a matrix
where d is the number of vectors in the transition block, i.e. the total number of boundary vectors on both sides of the transition. In general this produces overlapping transition functions, except in the particular case where u d is block diagonal and preserves the boundary filter pattern. 
CONTINUOUS-TIME BASES
In [2] it was demonstrated how discrete-time bases derived from two-channel filter banks could be iterated to derive continuous-time bases of wavelets. It turns out that a similar results holds in the time-varying case: we can use the discrete-time methods that we have derived to generate continuous-time bases.
We will here sketch the idea, leaving a detailed analysis to [5] . We consider the boundary filter case only, and, for simplicity, examine the example where there is only one boundary. For example suppose the matrix M b in (7) to be half infinite, and to have boundary filters in the upper left corner; its rows form an orthonormal basis for half-infinite right-sided sequences. Call the matrix which contains its even-indexed rows Ho, and the matrix with its odd-indexed rows HI. We will iterate this filter bank by considering the matrix products H,k.
Denote by L , k ( z ) the z-transform of the coefficients of the i-th row of ( H o )~:
n=-m
It can now be shown that, for some small io (less than twice the number of boundary filters) that
g=O The function L t o , k ( z ) can easily be recognized as the ztransform of the "graphical iteration" 1 1 to find the scaling function dh(z) corresponding to the fi I ter H o ( z ) (see [lo] ). ) as k -, 00. 
Thus This is the machinery we need to derive wavelet bases for the interval. An example is shown in Figure 3 , where the left and ri ht boundary wavelet functions are shown, along with $h$Z in generating this example.
We can also take iterates of a discrete-time basis containing transition filters. An example of the iteration of such a scheme, using the same filters, is given in Figure 4 .
